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Based outside of Portland, OR, CrossFit Tualatin is a popular local fitness center that offers customized workout
regimens to help its members achieve their fitness goals. Recently acquired by Jaime and Ian Rice, CrossFit Tualatin
is committed to providing its members with the best fitness services and resources.

ABOUT CROSSFIT TUALATIN

01. No existing alarm system
CrossFit Tualatin lacked an alarm system, leaving their facility
vulnerable to break-ins, trespassing, theft, and other  incidents.

CHALLENGE

02. Liability potential
Because they didn't have a security system in place, they could not
limit liability for potential staff and customer injuries that could
occur on the property.

03. Facility and equipment left exposed
COVID-19 and social distancing requirements forced workouts
outside and exposed some equipment, especially after hours. With
no way to monitor the facility in real-time, they could not manage
building access. As a temporary measure, exterior cameras were
installed, however, the location needed a security solution to
manage after-hours access and support future business growth.
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We quickly implemented a security system tailored toward
CrossFit Tualatin's unique onsite needs.

SOLUTION

24/7 video surveillance 

Cameras were installed throughout the facility, covering
high traffic areas, like entrances, exits, and workout areas.

IQ alarm system 

Leveraging DSC's PowerG wireless technology (128-bit
encrypted communication), CrossFit Tualatin gained an
affordable, reliable, and expandable security solution.

Remote access management 

With the help of Alarm.com's mobile app, management
could grant access to the appropriate staff members
without being physically present.

The results of a new security system were quick, with
immediate results seen across critical areas:

RESULTS

Peace of mind 

CrossFit Tualatin can focus on its members and
growing the business without worrying about
safety and liability concerns.

Centralized management 

The centralized remote control has helped
owners manage their location and improve
security across their separate financial
services business.

Liability limitations 

Management and ownership can limit liability
by addressing safety protocols, to reduce
potential injuries and slip and fall accidents,
with cameras installed throughout the facility.

Neighborhood security  

Available security footage helped with the
investigation of a robbed neighboring
business.

BomaShield has been an amazing
improvement over our other
systems. With different locations
and businesses it's great to have
a single point of access for our
security needs. We're several
years in and loving it.

Ian Rice
Affiliate Owner, CrossFit Tualatin

Thanks to BomaShield Security, CrossFit
Tualatin is securely protected and will
continue keeping customers safe. 

Having experienced early success, the
team would like to potentially expand their
system to include Alarm.com's access
control platform to grant employees
electronic access to the facility.
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